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Almtract - -A  rigorous method is described for a stable soluton of 3D inverse scattering problems 
with noisy discrete fixed-energy scattering data. The error estimates are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
tqu :=[V  2+l -q (z ) ]u=0,  inH 3, (1) 
u = exp( ia  • x) + A(~ ' ,  a)  r -1 exp( i r )  + o( r -1) ,  r = I=1 - *  oo, d = =-- (2) r '  
here ~ E S 2, the unit sphere, A(cJ, a) is the scattering amplitude at a fixed energy k2 = 1. The 
IP (inverse scattering problem) is to find q(x) given A(~', a) for all cd, ~ E S ~-. Assume that 
q EQc, NL°°,Qa := {q :q=~ELX(Ba),q =0 in B~a} where Ba := {=: Izl < a}, B~a = Rs\Ba. 
Uniqueness of the solution to IP is proved in [1]. A study of the stability of its solution is found 
in [2-6]. The purpose of this paper is to formulate a numerical method for solving IP. 
Assume that noisy data are known: 
sup IA , (d ,a ) -A(d ,a ) [  < 6. (3) 
The function of A6(~',a) is arbitrary. It is not assumed to be a scattering amplitude. At the 
end of this paper, we assume that A6(cd, a) is given at a discrete set of points in S 2. From these 
noisy discrete data, a function q6 will be calculated such that sup [~6 - q(A)l < rl(6) --* 0 as 
IXl_<~o 
6 ~ 0. Here, ~(A) := f exp(-iA, x) q(x) dx, f := f ,  A0 > 0 is an arbitrary large fixed number. 
Ila 
The function r/(6) will be specified. In Section 2, the construction of~6 is described. In Section 3, 
proofs are given. In Section 4, a summary of the results is given. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLUTION 
r Iln61 1 Let J r (6) .= Lln Iln61.1' where [=] is the nearest to = integer. Let 
~v(6) 
~,(0',~) := ~ md~)Yd0'), 
t---0 
(*) 
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where Aat(a) := (Aa(cd,a),Yt(~'))l.2(s2),8' • M := {0 : 0 • C a, 0. O = 1},0-o~ := 816~ 1 + 
02W2 + 0SeaS, [01 := (0. ~)~/~, the bar stands for complex conjugate, [0[ >> 1, 0' - 0 = A • R a, 
N(a) 
u,S(=, o~) := exp(io~ • z) + E A'st(a0 Ye(o/) he(r), r : -  P'I, o/ := - ,  
r 
~=o 
Y~(a) are the orthonormal spherical harmonics in L2(S~), and ht(r) is the spherical Hankel 
function normalized so that ht(r) -r  -x exp(ir) as r ~ co. Define p~(v) := exp( - i0 ,  z)@~ - 1, 
where ¢~ - ¢~(v) : -  f u~(z, a)v(a)da, v(a) • L~(S2). Consider the problem IIP~(v)ll =inf. 
$2 
Here, I1"11 = II. IIL2~,x~.,), b > a~ > a~,  8 • ~,  8 ' -8  = A and A •R a is arbitrary in the ball 
IXl < A0. Let p(u) = exp(- io • z) ~b - 1, ~b = f u(z, a) v(a) da, where u(z, a) solves (1) and (2). 
$2 
Define 0(5) • M, as follows. Consider the optimization problem: 
18l = sup, 
II,o~(~')11 + a(,~) exp(~;b) px(6) _< c 181 -~, 
(4a) 
a(v) := IlvllL~cs2), (4h) 
where c - const. > 0 does not depend on 0 and 5, ~ := lIm01, #MI(~ ) = exp[-In(al/aV~) 
N(6)], 6 > 0 is fixed and sup in (4a,4b) is taken over v • L2(S ~-) and 0 • M, 10l > 00 > 0, 00 is 
a sufficiently large fixed number. Find any 0(5) • M, 18(~)I ~ co as/5 ~ 0, such that (4b) holds 
with some v = p~(ce, 8) and 0 = 8(5). Define 
~6 = -4 .  / A~(8'(0, ~) .~(~, 8(0) d~, 
$a 
8 ' (0 -o (0=~.  (5) 
The main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. One has 
sup 16 - ,E(,x)I _< cle(a)l -~, 18(5)1 --. co as a ---, o. (o) 
I,Xl<,Xo 
3. PROOFS 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires everal emmas. 
LEMMA 2...A#(0" a) - A(O', a)..L2(s~) lime(6)[ 
pmO'(6)l, ~,(6):-- exp[-ln(al/a2)N(6)],/Jz(6) := exp[- In (a-'~2/ N(6)], b > al > a%/2. 
LEMMA 3. IIP0'6)II,, --< ~ [IIP("~)II + le(6)l-~], C - C 0[~[[V-<B.)) • 
LEMM,', 4. II,oa0'6)ll _< 11,00'6)11+~ exp0cb) a(v6) p1(6), IIP0'6)II -< 11,o6(ua)ll+c exp0cb) a(v6)/~x(6). 
LEMMA 5. There exist 8(5) • M,  [8(6)[ ~ co as 6 ~ O, and v • L2(S 2) such that (4b) holds. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. One has, by Lemmas 1-4, 
16 - #0,)1 _< c~ [a(,~6) exp(~cb) px(6) + IIp0'~)ll + 18(01 -x] < c [a(,,6) exp(Icb) pl(~) + IO(OI -x 
+ IIp60'6)11] 
_< cl8(6)1 -~, 
as 6 --* 0. The proof is complete. 1 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 1. One has 
Sa 
I 
-41r / A(O'(6),~)u6(a)da-~(A)l := J t  + if2. + 
I 8 2 
Using the well known formula -41r A(O', 4) -- f dz q(z) exp(-10',  z)u(x, 4) where u(x, 4) is 
the scattering solution defined in (1), (2), one gets, with O' - 0 = A, 
ff~. = ]./dxq(x)exp(-iO'. ~c) exp(iO . x)[exp(- iO, z) ~(v,) - 11 I 
$ 
-< IIqll  IIp(v )ll= • 
This estimate and the Cauchy inequality applied to ffl yield the conclusion of Lemma 1. | 
PROOF OF LEMMA ~ 2. See [5] and [6], Formulae (61)-(65) I 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. See [6]. Formula (72). I 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. The first inequality is proved analogously to the second. One has 
Ila6(-6)11 < Ila(.6)ll + exp(~b) max Ilu(~, 4) - ~(z ,a ) l l  a(~6) (4~) 1/2. 
- -  ~ES:= 
The estimate max I l u (=,~) -  u~(=,~)ll < CUl(6), where #z(6) := exp[-Tz N(6)] ,3'1 := 
orES2 
ln(aa/ad'2) has been proved in [2] and [6], Formula (68'). Lemma 4 is proved, l 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5. One has, by Lemma 4, 
IIp6(,')ll + a(u) exp(teb)px(6) <_ IIp(v)ll + ca(v) exp(gb) pl(6). 
Furthermore, 
I Ip(,,)l l  = II exp( -~o-  x) [~(~,) - ,p] + a l l  ___ exp( , ,b) I1~(")  - '~11 + IIRII ___ c I01 -~.  
Here, ~ = exp(iO, z)[1 + r], solves equation (1), R = R(x,O), Ilnll 2< ) _< clOl-X, D c R 3, D is 
an arbitrary bounded domain, c = const > 0, c = c(D, Ilqlla), Ilqlla := IIqlIL.¢B.), " - .0 (4 ) i s  
chosen so that 
lie(v) - ell -< exp(-~b)10[ -x. (7) 
Such a choice is possible. It is proved in [1] that, for any c > 0, one can find v~(a) E L2(S 2) 
such that I I~(v~)- ¢11 < ~. For th~ choice of v = vo(a), inequality (7) holds and one has 
IIp(w0)ll < c 101-1 if E = exp(-xb)101 - t .  Choose 0 = 0(6) from the equation 
a(~0) 101 exp(~b) = ~1(0 .  (8) 
Since #1(6) --* 0 as 6 ~ 0, and a(ve) ~ oo as 101 -~ oo, 0 ~ M, one concludes that a solution 
0(6) E M, [0(6)[ ~ e¢ as 6 - -  0, of (7) exists. Let us check that a(v0)  ~ oo as 101 -~ ~.  This will 
completete the proof of Lemma 5. Suppose a(u0) < c as ]01 --* oo. Choose a weakly convergent 
subsequence in L2($2), which is denoted again ~0, v0 , Uo as 101 --* ~ .  Pass to the limit 
L2(S 2) 
IOl ~ ~ in (7) to get 
lim I1~(~0) - ~ll = 0. (9) 
101--.oo 
This is a contradiction, since II~(v0)ll--, IlO(~o)ll < oo while II~(x,0)ll ~ oo as 101-~ ~.  This 
contradiction proves that a(vo) --* oo. Lemma 5"is proved. | 
This completes the proofs. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The result of Theorem 1 allows one to contruct the approximate solution to the 3D inverse 
scattering problem with noisy fixed-energy data, algorithmically by formula (5). Applying a 
quadrature formula to (5) yields an approximate solution for the case of the noisy discrete data: 
Os = ~ A~ (0'(5), a/) v6(aj) cj. (10) 
j= l  
Here, c~j are the nodes, and cj are the coefficients of the quadrature formula. The nodes aj 
can be chosen either from the physical considerations, as the points at which the measurements 
of the scattered field are conveniently done, or from the point of view of numerical analysis, as 
the points of an optimal in some sense (e.g., Gaussian) quadrature formula. There is extensive 
literature on numerical quadratures (see e.g., [7]). 
The summary of the numerical procedure suggested in this paper is as follows: 
(a) Find numerically v6(a) such that (4b) holds, 0 = 0(5) E M, 10(5)1 - -  c~ as 6 ~ o. 
(b) Calculate ~6 by formula (5) (or (10)). The quantity ~6 gives a stable approximation to 
if(A) with the error estimate (6). This procedure is, in principle, algorithmical. It uses only the 
measured data At(a',  c~) or A6(a', aj). The quantity -46(0', a)O' E M is defined in Section 2, 
Formula (*). 
In [8-13], a detailed presentation of our theory is given. In [14], stability estimates for noiseless 
data are given. 
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